Zimbra Company Overview
More than 500 million people trust Zimbra to share what matters most — billions of meetings, messages and memories.
Zimbra provides a low-cost, customizable platform to securely exchange email messages, calendar appointments, contacts, files and task information from desktops, laptops and mobile devices.

Zimbra Suite Plus
Highly Scalable and Perfect for Small and Large Infrastructures
Zimbra Suite Plus is available for purchase as a stand-alone module or as part of Zimbra Suite Plus. Zimbra Suite Plus is a modular add-on that allows you to extend your Zimbra Server’s capabilities on Zimbra Open Source, such as real-time hot backup and restore or mobile push synchronization, with easily affordable options.

Zimbra Backup Plus
Featuring a cutting-edge, real-time engine, Zimbra Backup Plus backs up every single item and event on your server with split-second precision.
It is specifically designed to avoid data loss by using atomic and ever-consistent algorithms, while still saving disk space using an intelligent deduplication and compression system.

MANY RESTORE OPTIONS:
• External Restore
• Item Restore
• Restore on New Account
• Undelete Restore
• Restore Deleted Account
• Restore BLOBs

• Transparent to Users: Users mailboxes are always available for use,
Zimbra Backup Plus Features

• **100% Environment Independent:**
  Restore data on any operating system and architecture supported by Zimbra, regardless of the source and destination servers’ OS, architecture and Zimbra version.

• **Easy to Use:** A one-click initialization process allows you to easily manage all the backup options, including coherency checks and safety measures.

• **Real-Time Backup:** Back up changes in the system as soon as they happen. No more data loss caused by backup scheduling issues or because a server crashed at the wrong moment.

  and all restore modes are completely transparent to reduce the impact on users.

• **Quick Disaster Response:** Designed to get you back online as soon as possible after a disaster. A live backup folder or an external backup can be used for the restore, and all accounts are available within minutes while the data restore happens in the background.

• **Self-Consistent Snapshots:** An external backup saves self-consistent snapshots of the data on the Zimbra server. Snapshots can be stored on a remote location or tape drive for additional safety.

• **Smart Storage:** Using atomic write algorithms, all data saved in the backup store is 100% consistent and can be moved onto storage media like tape devices and optical disks even when the backup system is running.

  • **COS-Based Backup Exclusions:** Easily exclude accounts that do not need to be backed up based upon their Class of Service (COS). This saves even more disk space.

  • **Preserve Share Consistency:** Restoring data always preserves a share’s consistency, so you do not need to reconfigure your shares after a restore or disaster recovery.

  • **Compressed Backup Store:** Store is compressed and deduplicated. The average backup store will be 70% of the size of the current data contained in the server, making it very cost-effective.

  • **Save All, Restore All:** All user data, user configuration, COS and domains are backed up and can be restored at will.

About Zimbra

Zimbra, a Synacor brand, connects people and information with unified collaboration software that includes email, calendaring, file sharing, chat and video chat. Zimbra is trusted by more than 5,000 companies and government customers, as well as by service providers who manage Zimbra in the cloud for more than 200,000 businesses. Zimbra is the largest provider of open source collaboration software in the world.